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A Theta Product Formula for Jackson Integrals
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Jackson integrals associated with root systems.
Let a be an n-dimensional vector space over R
with an inner product (’, "). Let R c a* be an

irreducible reduced root system and WE be the
group generated by orthogonal reflections with

respect to the hyperplane perpendicular to
R, the so-called Weyl group associated with R.
Let P be the weight lattice of R defined by

v v
a ;(fz Z for any o R}, where o
2c/(a, a}. We fix a base {al,’’’, Cn} c R and
its fundamental weights {X1,’’’,
o7} 6ij. The inner product and the reflections
are uniquely extended linearly to
We sometimes identify the vector space with

its dual 1" via the inner product (’, "}" fz(c)

Let X be an algebraic torus of dimension
isomorphic to (C) n We can embed P in by
the mapping

qX (q<,..., qn)
where q- e Imv > 0. We denote by X the
lattice subgroup {(ql,..., qn); i Z(i- 1,’’’,
n)} c . We identify P with X. Each a * de-
fines a monomial t "--’lt(Xl’av> "nt(Xn’av> for t

(tl,’’’, tn) . To each c R, let ]c be a

complex number such that /c /c, ilia ]--[fi ].
We introduce the following function of t--

(t," ", tn) on X (see [31)"
(q*-t

E(k;t) t II
>0 (qt)oo

1
where (x)oo- II=1(1 --xq’), -- (1- 2k)

>0

and "c > 0" means c is a positive root of R. For
simplicity we sometimes abbreviate E(k;t)by
E(t). The function E(k t) is quasi-symmetric
with respect to WE

a(;t)- (;-(t))- u(t).(;t), w
where Uo(t) is a pseudo-constant, i.e, a q-periodic
function with respect to t X such that

Uo(t)- II t (ka-1)a
O(q"t")

a>0 9(qi-"ta)
o<

for the Jacobi elliptic theta function 9(x)- (X)oo
(q/x)oo(q)oo. Uo(t)}ow satisfies the one cocycle
condition such that Uo,(t) Uo(t) "aUo.(t).

We let Ale denote the Weyl denominator

defined by AE(t)"--Yla>o([ --t-g). Let us define

(k;t) E(k;t)’(-- 1) -AIE(t). Then, the
function (k t) also has the quasi-symmetry
a(k; t) sgna-U(t) q)’(k t), a We.

Definition. We now consider the Jackson in-

tegral associated with R defined by

Je (k ) F ’(k t) dqtl dqtn
.’Io,

A A

(1- q)" E O;(k; qX)

where (1," ", n is an arbitrary point of X
and qxe means (q11,’", q

It is obvious that the Jackson integral JE(k" )
is a q-periodic function of X if it is conver-

gent:

JE(k qX) JE(k ).
Let Fq(X) denote the q-gamma function (1

q) 1--x (q) / (q.)
Conjecture (product formula). The Jackson

integral JR (k; ) can be expressed as follows"
(1) JE(k ) II

Fq(1 k- <p, av>)Fq(k, <p, av> + )
C-,()
8(q,)

up to a positive integer, where 6 1 if c is a simple
1

root, - 0 otherwise, and p --- >o ko.
Proposition. The Jackson integrals of An-type,

B-type and Ge-type have the following formulae"

Ja.(fl ) (n + 1) I
j=l
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F(1 fl)Fq(1 (n j + 1)fl)Fq(-- jfl)

F(1 2)F(1- 27)F(- 27)F(1 2- 27)

?/ ;/3--27Q 1 19 2 "o
Q 2 /1 19 21

O(q 1) O(q z) 0 (qrz /1 "0 (qr2l)
J(5, r;)

Fq(1 )Fq(- T)Fq(1 T)Fq(1 T)Fq(- fl- 2T)Fq(- 2,- 3t’)
F(1- 2)F(1 2T)F,(- 3T)F(1- 3,- 3t’)

’;2B-4’O(1)O(2)O(2/1)t,Q(2l)lg(2/)tg( /1
O(ql)O(q’2)O(q’z/l)O(qrzl)O(qrz/)O(qr /)

This Proposition was stated and has been
proved in [8] using q-de Rham theory. After the
author announced Conjecture (1) in [8], I. G. Mac-
donald proved it by using Poincar0 series for
affine root systems [9].
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